Remember Ron Paul? He's been right all along.

Remember when the Department of Homeland Security got caught advising law enforcement in America that Ron Paul supporters might be “terrorist sympathizers”? Don't recall? Then see this MIAC Fusion Center (DHS) leaked report from back in 2009 (PDF) -


Today I received his newsletter dated November 04, 2019. I am betting that the November 05 2019 newsletter from Lew Rockwell dot com will be featuring this article. You can get the message here, now.

I am sharing Ron Paul's letter with you because it is an urgent warning about a state-sponsored threat to your ownership of your own mental states. Dr. Paul's letter is a quick read. Pay close attention to Dr. Paul's words as you read them. The reality of his message undeniably shows that the concentrated infrastructure of berserk federal usurpation now openly seeks an official policy which will implement state-sponsored criminal assault on your very own mind, mental states, your conscience, and ultimately your very Soul.

Be advised. Thank you!

Ron Paul's Letter

Sentence First, Crime Later?

Written by Ron Paul | Monday, November 4, 2019

Attorney General William Barr recently sent a memo to law enforcement officials announcing a new federal initiative that would use techniques and tools developed in the war on terror, such as mass surveillance, to identify potential mass shooters. Those so identified would be targets
of early interventions, which would include the disregarding of Second Amendment rights, as well as the imposing of mandatory counseling and involuntary commitment.

The program would likely match data collected via mass surveillance with algorithms designed to identify those with mental problems that would lead them to commit violent crimes. So, this program would deprive Americans of respect for their rights not because they committed, or even threatened to commit, a violent act but because their tweets, texts, or Facebook posts trigger a government algorithm.

In order to enhance the government’s ability to conduct mass surveillance, Barr has been trying to force tech companies to allow the government to have a “backdoor” for accessing electronic information. This would allow the government to read all messages — even those that are encrypted, making it all but impossible to escape the government’s watchful eye.

Many mental health professionals admit that diagnosing mental health issues involves a degree of subjectivity. So how can we trust a government-designed computer algorithm to accurately identify those with mental health problems? The answer is we can’t. Barr’s program will no doubt result in many individuals who are not a threat to anyone being deprived of respect for their rights. The program will also fail in detecting future mass shooters.

Some mental health professionals argue that holding certain political beliefs is a sign of mental illness. Not surprisingly, federal agencies like the FBI agree that those expressing “anti-government extremism”— like supporting a constitutional republic instead of a welfare-warfare state — are potential threats.

A recent internal FBI memo warned that a belief in “conspiracy theories” is a sign that someone could be a domestic terrorist. “Conspiracy theorist” is an all-purpose smear used against anyone who questions the government’s official narrative on an event or issue. Tying a belief in “conspiracy theory” to terrorism is an effort to not just stigmatize but actually criminalize dissenting thoughts on matters such as foreign policy, climate change, gun control, and the Federal Reserve.

Some people support using political beliefs as a basis for labeling someone as “mentally disturbed” because they think it will mainly affect “right-wing extremists.” These people are ignoring the FBI’s history of harassing civil rights and antiwar activists, as well as the recent controversy over the FBI labeling “black identity extremists” as a threat.

A government program to monitor electronic communications to identify potential mass shooters puts all Americans at risk of losing their liberty due to their political views or a few social media posts. All those who value liberty must oppose this dangerous program.

Read more great articles on the Ron Paul Institute website. Subscribe to free updates from the Ron Paul Institute.
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Commentary by Elias Alias –

BTW, remember this -- Attorney General William Barr works for Donald Trump. That would be the same Donald Trump who has rendered federal support for the Tech Giants to roll out 5G across America.

White House Press Release --
https://youtu.be/EcWTCD6YiTY

Can you imagine how efficiently the federal government will be able to monitor your thoughts once 5G is tied to everything in your personal life, from your smart meters to your cell phones to the NSA's massive surveillance of all of your communications, your personal shopping habits, online activities, driver's record, educational records, medical history, tax records, financial statements, etc etc etc ad infinitum?

Are you aware of the federal government's patent applications for monitoring your brain waves? DJ, of Level 9 News, reported on that some time back. Here are two of her video reports --

"GeoINT: Casting A Neural Net On Humanity - RFID Not Required!"
https://youtu.be/3TDAowceJgI

"JADE II GeoINT US Government Patents Remote MK Ultra"
https://youtu.be/HOniDjHELHo

Note: "GeoINT" is a fedgov term for Geo-Spatial Intelligence. That has to do with "perception management", in which our UNcle Sam is now keenly interested. You may read all sorts of back-up material for what I've just said here --

Be advised. Be aware. Be safe.

_______________

Thank you for reading.
Salute!
Elias Alias